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If your brood is anything like mine, traveling with the little ones is not exactly all sunshine 
and cupcakes -- more like overcast with a chance of hysterical temper tantrums. 
Thankfully, if you're clever about your destination, at the end of interminable plane/train 
/car/mule journeys lies salvation. So hop online, book a kid-tested, mom- and dad-
approved room in one of our top family picks below, and stock up on Xanax (for you) and 
"Spring" Oreos (for them, although I confess I'm a little curious how they managed to get 
the filling to be so... yellow) and you'll be relaxing in harmony in the blink of an eye. 
 
As always, visit www.poshbrood.com for the latest and greatest in family travel tips, 
deals, and chatter. If you have an outstanding family travel tip or pick, share on 
Poshbrood.com. We'll see you there! 
 
Hotel ZaZa, Houston, Texas 
 
Hotel ZaZa scrapped and overhauled the faded grand dame Warwick Hotel in 2006. The 
swanky palace erected in its place has been broadcasting Houston's "chic city" cred -- 
big, bold, and Texas-style -- ever since. Zaza features giant, quirkily designed theme 
suites marrying style and cheeky nods to the hotel's Texan roots. 
 
Our Favorite Room: The Houston, We Have a Problem Suite 
 
At 1,035 sq ft, the room caters to every kid with an astronaut fantasy, starting with the 
life-sized spacesuit waiting at the door and the in-room telescope. With a moon-inspired 
couch and a space-age bubble chair, this suite is an ideal launching pad for your 
Houston area mission. 
 
Other suites are similarly clever, and Zaza's food, services, and extras are sure to 
please the whole brood. 
 
The "Houston We Have a Problem" Suite is $499/night. www.hotelzaza.com 
 
[Read our full review of Hotel Zaza here.]	  


